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Abstract 

This paper gives the positive answer to the question posed in the title for a wide class of 
minimization criteria including the maximum completion time, maximum lateness, total comple- 
tion time, total weighted completion time, total tardiness, total weighted tardiness, number of 
late jobs and the weighted number of late jobs. That is any scheduling problem for m identical 
parallel machines to minimize a criterion of the class reduces to a scheduling problem for an 
m-machine unit-time job shop to minimize the same criterion. Employing this general reduc- 
tion we prove the NP-hardness of unit-time job-shop scheduling problems which had unknown 
complexity status before. The paper also presents a comprehensive picture of complexity results 
attained in unit-time job-shop scheduling and related open problems. 0 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Introduction 

Job-shop scheduling and identical-parallel-machines scheduling to minimize a cri- 

terion are problems with different types of the machine environment. In the former 

problem, each job consists of a chain of operations which have to be processed on 

specified machines. In the latter problem, each job consists of a single operation which 

can be processed on any machine. Evidently, the former problem is harder, and even 

with unit-~roces.sing-tie operations it appears to have at least the same complexity 

as the latter problem with arbitrary job processing times [37]. 
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This paper makes an attempt to confirm this observation theoretically by describing 

for a wide class of minimization criteria a reduction from any m-identical-parallel- 

machines problem to an m-machine unit-time job-shop problem. 

It is interesting to note that in earlier works there have been described inverse re- 

ductions in the two-machine case. Probably, Kubiak [ 161 was the first to find out 

such a reduction. He proposed a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm finding a no-wait 

schedule to minimize the maximum completion time in a two-machine unit-time job 

shop employing a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm finding a nonpreemptive schedule 

to minimize the same criterion on two identical machines with arbitrary job process- 

ing times. As it was shown by Kubiak et al. [ 171 the same approach works out in 

developing a polynomial-time algorithm for the relaxed version of the former problem 

without the no-wait constraint employing a polynomial-time algorithm for the relaxed 

version of the latter problem with preemptions. In other words, these works describe 

polynomial-time reductions: 

J2Jno wait, pij = 1 /Cm,, O( P2)/Cm,,, 

J2)pi, = llC,,, o( P2~p~ztn)C,,,,,. 

In what follow, we use the well-known three-field classification alBlv for scheduling 

problems described in the surveys [12, 22, 231, where a, /? and y specify the machine 

environment, job characteristics and the minimizution criterion, respectively. 

The above two reductions allow to suggest that under the unit-processing-time con- 

straint an m-machine job shop might even be easier than m identical parallel machines 

in a similar correspondence. This paper shows that this is very unlikely because it de- 

scribes the inverse polynomial-time reductions taking place in a more general situation 

involving two, three or more machines, precedence relations or release dates of jobs 

and the following minimization criteria: 

C max > the maximum completion time; 

L max 2 the maximum lateness; 

Ccj, the total completion time; 

CwjCj, the total weighted completion time; 

CTi, the total tardiness; 

CWjrj, the total weighted tardiness; 

C?ia the number of late jobs; 

CWj uj, the weighted number of late jobs. 

That is “preemptive/nonpreemptive” problems for identical parallel machines reduce to 

“wait/no-wait” problems for a unit-time job shop. The reductions remain invariable the 

number of jobs, the number of machines, the precedence relation and the minimization 

criterion. Employing known NP-hard identical-parallel-machines problems they provide 

a general NP-hardness proof for many unit-time job-shop problems inculing those which 
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had unknown complexity status before. In a particular case, they prove a polynomial- 

time equivalence between the problems in the above two reductions of Kubiak et al. 

Basic techniques applied here are: stretching job processing times such that they be- 

come divisible by the number of machines; schedule and instance transformations by 

relatively small shifting jobs and their due dates in time; decomposing one-operation 

jobs into unit-time operations; and distributing them among the machines by a periodic 

way. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 1 represents a consolidated picture 

of complexity results in unit-time job-shop scheduling attained earlier and in this paper. 

Section 2 considers stretching and shifting scheduling techniques. Section 3 considers 

a periodic unit-time job-shop and represents the main result. Possible generalizations 

and related open problems are discussed in conclusion. 

1. Complexity results in unit-time job-shop scheduling 

Tables 1, 2 and 3 contain only maximal problems known to be solvable in polyno- 

mial time, minimal problems known to be NP-hard, minimal problems known to be 

strongly NP-hard and related references. The star Ilr denotes the reference to this paper. 

The ‘5” in the job characteristics field denotes a fixed upper bound for the number II 

of jobs. 

The complexity status of J21rj, plj = lIL,,, is unclear. Pseudopolynomial-time al- 

gorithms are known only for J21 pv = 11 c w, Uj [ 141 and J2lno wait, pij = 1 IC,,, 

[16]. Hence, only these two problems are proved to be ordinarily NP-hard. The other 

NP-hard problems in Table 2 as well as the NP-hard J2/no wait, r,, pij = 1 /C,,,, which 

is equivalent to J2lno wait, pij = l/L,,, by symmetry, and J2lno wait, p;; = 1 / 1 T, 

are open for the ordinary or strong NP-hardness. 

The letter C in the machine environment field denotes a cycle shop, a special case of 

a job shop, where all the jobs have the same route passing through the machines like 

in a $0~ shop but repetitions of machines in the route are allowed. If the machines 

Table 1 

Problems solvable in polynomial time 

CIP, = IlClIxu 

qp, = l/&~/Cmax 

-w,, Pi, = 1lCrnax 

JAP, = 1 I c c, 

52lP,, = 11 cc; 

J2lno wait, Pj, = 1 I C C, 

JIpF2C,Yj,?Z<i,pi, = llCW,T, 

JlPrec,r,,n<n,pi, = l/Cw,(i, 

[351 

[351 
[37, 381 

[I81 

[I41 

[I51 

[II 

[II 
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Table 2 

NP-hard problems 

JZlrj,pij = 11 CCj 

J2lrj,Pi, = 1lCuj 

J21pj, = 11 CWjCj 

J2lpi, = 1) c T, 

J2lpij = 11 CWjUj 

J2lnOWait, J?ij = 1 /C& 

J2 InO Wait, pij = 11 C WjCj 

[*I 

[*I 

[*I 

[*I 

[141,[*1 
[35, 32, 161,[*1 

[*I 

Table 3 

Strongly NP-hard problems 

J2jchains, Mj = 1, plj = 1 ICY,,, 

52 Ichains, pij = 1) C Cj 

J2(rj,pzj = 1ICWlCj 

J2lpij = 1ICWjq 

J2ln0 wait, chains, pij = 1 IC& 

J2ln0 wait, chains, pij = I( c C, 

J2(n0 wait, rj, plj = 1 I C Cj 

J2ln0 wait, r,, pij = 1 J&,x 

J2ltiowait,pij = lICt+jrj 

J3(pi, = l(Cmx 

J3lpij= l/CCj 

53 Ino wait, pi, = 1 I Cm,, 

J3 /no wait, pi, = 1) c C, 

[35, 331 

[*I 

[*I 

[*I 

[*I 

[*I 

[*I 

[*I 

[*I 

r251 

[241 

[321 

[321 

in a cycle shop have different speeds, then sV, denotes the speed of the vith machine 

which has to process the ith operation in each job. 

The complexity status of unit-time cycle-shop problems except well-solvable C/ pij = 

llC,,, [35] and C2(pij = l/sV,IC,,, [35] is unkn own. A related result is a polynomial- 

time algorithm for C(pij = l/s,+ I&,, finding a schedule with the performance ratio 

1+(3m+h)/n [36], where h is the number of operations in each job. Besides, C2lpij E 

{L2}ICnl,X, a restricted version of the strongly NP-hard J21pij E { 1,2}1 C,,, [25] is 

also so [34]. 

Note that Kravchenko’s algorithm [ 141 for J2lpij = 1 ICUj uses as a subroutine an 

algorithm for J2lpij = 1 IL,,, which is equivalent to J2/rj, pij = 1 (C,,,,, by symmetry. 

Among job-shop problems with bounded number of jobs J2ln <Z] C wjq [2], 

J2In <iI C Wjuj [2], Jlp rec,rj,n<22/ CwjTj [31] and Jlprec,r,,n<21 CwjUj [31] 

are solvable in polynomial time. Therefore, their unit-time restricted versions are 

also so. 
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Other complexity results on job-shop scheduling with arbitrary processing time op- 

erations that are not related to unit-time job-shop scheduling can be found in [23] and 

in the web page http:liwww.mathematik.uni-osnabrueck.deiresearchlORlclassl. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Denotutions and assumptions 

All denotations related to scheduling will follow the notation from [23]: n, the num- 

ber of jobs; m, the number of machines; O,, the ith operation in the job Jj which has to 

be processed by the machine IV,,, ; pij, the processing time of 0,; Cj,mj,rj,dj and w], 

the completion time, number of operations, release date, due date and the weight of J,, 

respectively; fit, . . . . /ST describe the preemption, no-wait, precedence-relation, release- 

date, jobs-number, operations-number, processing-time constraints, respectively; fiU = 

0, where o is the empty symbol, means that the constraint /3,, is removed; pU-, denotes 

the constraint sequence flu, /3,,+t, . . . . PO, where U, v E { 1, . . . . 7). Parameters pij, rj, dj and 

wj are considered to be integer. The index i will be deleted in donotations of one- 

operation job processing times. 

The pair (I,k) will denote the instance of the decision problem related to an instance 

I of the scheduling problem cl]fllr with upper bound k for y values [ 111. We consider 

only decision problems belonging to NP [ll], so we will assume that for any instance 

(I,k) there exists a feasible schedule having a code of length 1 polynomial in size 

of (f, k). Thus, all number parameters specifying the schedule can be represented by 

fractions with denominators at most I and, therefore: 

(a) any positive difference between the parameters is at least 1/12; and 

(b) all the parameters become integer after increasing by the common multiplier I!. 

To prove a polynomial-time reduction XIPIJJ c( ~‘(lj’l y’ we will describe an instance I’ 

of ~‘lb’/y’ and upper bound k’ that can be constructed in time polynomial in size of 

(I, k) and show that the answers for (I, k) and (I’, k’) are the same [ll]. 

2.2. Schedule and instance transformations 

Let I be an instance of al/l?, and cr be a feasible schedule for I. Without loss of 

generality assume that dj = 0 or Wj = 1 for j = 1,2, . . ..n if y does not include due 

dates or ‘/ is not a weighted criterion, respectively. Set w = wr + wz + . . . + w,. For 

integers a > 0 and b > 0 construct the instance al + b from I by replacing pi,, rj, d1 by 

ap,j,arj,ad, + b for all j = 1,2, . . . . n and the schedule ao by stretching CJ by a times. 

Obviously, aa is a feasible schedule for al and all completion times Cj in cr become 

aC, in aa. 

For integers bj 2 0 define ao + b to be a feasible schedule for al with completion 

times aCj + b,i, where bj < b for all j = 1,2, . . ..n. Obviously, aa + b is a feasible 
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schedule for al + b. Let [o,l] denotes the y value of r~ for 1. Then it is easy to make 

sure that for y E { Cmax,Lmax, CCj3CWjCj,CTj,CWji"j} 

a[a,I] = [a~, al] d [ao + b, al] < [aa, al] + bw. (2.1) 

Now let b > 0 and a/b > 12. Then from the property (a) we have: Cj - dj > 0 w 
Cj-dj31/12 H a(Cj-dj)>a/12 H UC’-(adj+b) > 0 H (aCj+bj)-(adj+b) > 0. 
It means that the set of late jobs in 0 for I, in UCJ for al and in aa + b for al + b is 

the same. Therefore, for Y E {c vi, c WjUj} 

[a, I] = [UCJ, al] = [ao + b, al + b]. (2.2) 

2.3. Schedules divisible by m 

We call a schedule divisible by m if the length of every nonpreemptive part of every 

operation in it is divisible by m. A scheduling problem of finding a schedule divisible by 

m will be denoted by job characteristics fi1 E (m pmtn, 0) and /& = pij = mgij, where 

gij are integers. Obviously, the number of all nonpreemptive parts in any schedule 

divisible by m does not exceed g = cJ=, x2, gij. 

The following lemma shows that any scheduling problem in the three-field classifi- 

cation reduces to a problem of finding a schedule divisible by m. 

Lemma 2.1. 

4pmtn,B2-7(y 0: dm pm@ b2--6, pij = mgijly, 

alb2-71? Oc alb2-6,pij = mgij/Y. 

Proof. To prove the first reduction take a = ml! and set I’ = al, 

( 

ak 
k’ = 

if Y E {Cmax,Lax, CCj, CWjCj, CT,, CwjT’}, 

k if 1/ E (CUj,CWjUj}. 

By the property (b) all the lengths of nonpreemptive parts of operations in g become 

integer and divisible by m in aa. Since the left equalities in (2.1) and (2.2) hold, the 

answer for (I, k) is the same as for (I’, k’). Besides, log a is bounded by a polynomial 

in I, so (I’, k’) can be constructed in polynomial time. For the second reduction it is 

sufficient to take a = m. 0 

2.4. Schedules modulo m 

We call a schedule modulo m if start times of nonpreemptive parts of operations 

scheduled on A4i are (i- l)(modm) for i = 1,2, . . . . m. Note that adding this requirement 

to cllplv can only increase the minimum y value. A scheduling problem of finding a 

schedule modulo m will be denoted by a(modm)(fiJy. Let I be an instance of alfilv 
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and CJ be a schedule for I. The following shtft procedure transforms rr into a feasible 

schedule modulo m for Z that is denoted by (T (mod m). 

Define B to be the set of all nonpreemptive parts of operations of jobs in CT. Introduce 

a precedence relation + on 9 as follows. Set P + Q if and only if: P and Q belong 

to Ji and Jk, respectively, such that Jj -+ Jh if J, and Jk are in a precedence relation 

-‘; or P and Q are parts of 0, and Ol,, respectively, where i < 1; or P and Q are 

parts of one operation and Q must be processed after P; or P and Q are scheduled in 

g on one machine, which processes Q after P. 

Let Min .Y be the set of minimal parts of .Y in accordence with -X , Rest .d = 

.4 \ Mirz 2, Neari t = min { u : u 3 t & II = (i - 1 )(modm) }. and Muckirw P be the 

index of the machine on which P is scheduled in (T. Denote by sp and tp the start 

times of P in 0 and o(modm), respectively. Informally, the shift procedure moves the 

parts to the right so that they attain earliest possible start times (i - l)(modm) without 

violation of < 

Shift Procedure 

while9 # ado 

forP +z MinBdo 

i + Muchine P 

tp + Near, sp 

d + max { tp - sp : P E Min3) 

for P t Rest ./p do 

.sp + .sp + d 

Y t Rest 37 

Since d < m, the procedure increases the completion time of every job by at most 

ml.?] <my, therefore 

(acr)(modm)is an example ofao + nzg (2.3) 

for any positive integer a. The following lemma shows that any problem of finding 

schedules divisible by m reduces to a problem of finding schedules modulo nz and 

divisible by WI as well. 

Lemma 2.2. 

+ pmtn,P3-6,p,i = mgijl;' x x (modnz)lm pmtn, /b, pl, = mgjiI;‘, 

Proof. (A) The case y E {C,,,, L,,,, c C,, C W/C/, C Tj, 1 w, T,} : Take a = I’ 

(gmw + 1 ), h = mg and set I’ = al, k’ = ak + hw. If (T is a feasible schedule for 1, 
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then (ao)(modm) is a feasible schedule for I’. Applying (2.1) and (2.3) we have: 

[a,IlGk * [(ao)(modm),ul] = [aa+b,ul]d~[~,I] +bw<uk+bw=kl 

On the other hand, let [a,Z] > k for any feasible schedule D for 1. From the equality 

in (2.1) and the property (a) we have [ua,uZ] = u[o,Z] auk + u/I2 = uk + bw + 1 

for any feasible schedule ua for al. Applying (2.1) and (2.3) again we have for any 

(uc)(modm) for I’: 

[a,11 > k + [(ua)(modm),uZ] = [ua + b,uZ]3u[o,I]2uk + bw + 1 > k’. 

(B) The case y E {c lJj, c WjUj} : Take the same u and b as in the proof (A). 

Note that a/b > l2 and set I’ = al + bw, k’ = k. The equalities (2.2) and (2.3) show 

that the answers for (Z, k) and (I’, k’) are the same. 0 

Informally, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 say that all the criteria listed in the introduction 

remain insensitive to relatively small time shifts of operations when big stretching 

schedules out in time. On the other hand, the stretching can be small enough to save 

a polynomial length of schedule codes. 

3. Main result 

3.1. A periodic unit-time job shop 

We call a unit-time job-shop problem periodic if mj = mhj, m > 1 and 

(i) pij = (i - l)(modm) + 1 for all i = l,..., m, j = l,..., n, and 

(ii) the lengths of uninterrupted parts of jobs in the schedule sought for are divisible 

by m. 
This problem will be denoted by Ja2(per)(/?2_5,mi = mhj, pij = 11~. Thus, every 

uninterrupted part has the first operation on Mt and the last operation on M,. To 

determine a schedule for this problem it is sufficient to indicate just start times and 

lengths of uninterrupted parts of jobs because the unit-time operations inside the parts 

are periodically distributed among the machines. 

Lemma 3.1. Let I be an instance of Jcr2(per)l/3_5,mi = mhj, pij = l]y, and let a 
schedule a for I meet requirements /lz-5 and (ii). Then a is feasible for I if and 
only if the overlap of time intervals of two uninterrupted parts with start times s and 
t implies s # t (modm). 

Proof. Let Opr, . . . . O,,+,?, . . . and O,,, .,., Onfy,z, . . . be uninterrupted parts overlapping 

each other, s and t be start times of O,, and O,,, respectively, Opfq,r and Ox+Y,z both 

be on the same machine. Then from (i) and (ii) we have pLp,. = ,uxz, i.e., p = x(modm) 

and pLp+q,r = P~+~,~, i.e., p + q = (x + y)(modm). Therefore, OP+q,r and Ox+y,z have 
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thesamestarttimeu ~q=u--s&y=u-TV p+u-s=(x+u-t)(modm) H 

p -s = (x - t)(modm) H s = t(modm). 0 

Lemma 3.2. 

J~2(Per)lB2-s5mj = mhj, Pij = 1 IY x Ja2lB2-5, Plj = 111’. 

Proof. Set I’ = I, k’ = k. When /I2 = no wait, the reduction is obvious. When 82 = o, 

it is sufficient to show that any feasible schedule (T’ for I’ can be transformed into a 

feasible schedule cr for I, i.e. observing (ii), without increasing the completion times. 

The transformation is as follows. 

Looking through cr’ from left to right find the first uninterrupted part of length not 

divisible by m. Since it is first, it should be the chain of operations Oi+t,i,..., O&, , 

where pr+l,i = 1, . . . . /~i+k,j = k < m . If Oi+kj occupies time unit t - 1, then time unit t 

on I&-+, is idle, and Oi+k+tJ occupies on Mk+l time unit greater than t. Let us move 

0 ,+k+lj to the left in time unit t. Since this operation is inside a job, the move does not 

violate the precedence relation or release dates, and the completion times are not being 

increased. Obviously, repeating this procedure gives the necessary transformation. C 

3.2. For any criteria in three-jield classiJcation a unit-time job is not 

easier 

The following lemma reveals key connection between unit-time 

and scheduling. 

Lemma 3.3. !f cc:! # 1, then 

&(modm)lm pmtn,P3--5, pj = mgj/? N Joc2(per)(/?_-5,m, = mhj, p;j = 11~. 

&(modm>lB3-5, pj = mgjl? - Jcrz(per)lno wait, /33-5, rni = mhi, pi; = I/;‘. 

Proof. Set k’ = k, hj = g,, for all j = 1, . . . . n, and construct I’ replacing every one- 

operation job Jj in I by multi-operation job J,! with unit-time operations Olj, . . . . O&,,,. 

Due to the definition of schedules divisible by m and the requirement (ii) the replace- 

ment provides a natural one-to-one correspondence between nonpreemptive parts of J, 

and uninterrupted parts of J: with the same length. So, the unit-time operations of J,’ 

can be considered as blocks of a decomposition of J/. 

If o is a feasible schedule for I, then it can be transformed into a feasible schedule 

cr’ for I’ by translating each nonpreemptive part of each J, in rr into the corresponding 

uninterrupted part of J,! and assigning to it the same start time. Since start times 

on different machines in c are not comparable modulo m, start times of any two 

overlapping uninterrupted parts are also not comparable modulo m. Therefore, due to 

Lemma 3.1 cr’ is feasible for Z’. 

Analogously, any feasible schedule CT’ for I’ can be transformed into a feasible sched- 

ule g for I by translating uninterrupted parts of 0’ into the corresponding 
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nonpreemptive parts of o with assigning for them the same start times t on Mt(modm)+i. 

So, start times on Mi are (i - l)(modm). Since Lemma 3.1 holds, any two overlap- 

ping nonpreemptive parts should appear on different machines. Thus, cr is feasible 

for I. 

The transformations of 0 into G’ and vice versa remain the completion times of Jj 

and Jj’ the same, therefore, y values for o and o’ are the same. 0 

It is interesting to note that the proof provides not only a polynomial-time equiva- 

lence, but even a polynomial-time isomorphism [ 1 l] between the problems. 

Example 3.1. The following picture demonstrates the transformations of a schedule 

module 3 and divisible by 3 for 3 identical parallel machines into the corresponding 

periodic 3-machine unit-time job shop schedule and vice versa. 

Consecutively applying Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 for CI = Paz, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2, we 

obtain a chain of reductions, which proves the main result. 

Theorem 3.1. Zf c12 # 1, then 

In the following, the evident corollary from Theorem 3.1, we take into account 

the equivalences Pc~Ipmtn) CwjCj N Pa211 CwjCj [28], llpmtnly N 111~ [4] and the 

trivial reduction 1 ]/II7 c( P21/3Jy. 

Corollary 3.1. The reductions listed below prove the NP-hardness or strong NP-hard- 
ness of unit-time job-shop scheduling problems listed in the third column. This follows 
from the fact that the problems listed in the second column are NP-hard or strongly 
NP-hard as it has been established in the papers, references to which are listed in 
the first column. 

Earlier NP-hardness proofs for J2lno wait, pij = 1 /C,,, [35],[32] and J21 pii = 
1 I c WjUj [ 141 employ reductions from PARTITION and l(( c WjL’j [13], respec- 

tively. As Lenstra [24] points out, the NP-hardness proofs in the strong sense for 
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Table 4 

Reductions proving the NP-hardness 

t71 

[61 

[3, 261 

[I31 

[51 

WI 
13, 261 

J215,Pt, = IICC, 

J2/rj, Pzj = 11 C u, 

J2lpzi = lICW,Cj 

J2/P, = 11 c w/c/l 

J2lPtj = 11 CT, 

J2lno waif, pi, = 1 JC,,, 
J2jn0 wait, pv = 1 I C W’,Cj 

Table 5 

Reductions proving the strong NP-hardness 

PI 

[I91 

120, 261 

PI 

PI 

[261 

[261 

[20, 261 

P21 pmtn, chains\ c C, 

1 I pmfn, rj / C wj C, 
1 I pmtn I c WI Tj 
P2/chain~(C,,~ 

P2lchainsl c Cj 

llrjlCCj 
1 IrjlLnax 

JZlchains, pii = 1 I c C, 

JZlVi, pzj = 11 C WjC, 

J2lfJij = 11 CWjT, 

J2/no wait,chains, p,, = 1 IC,,, 

J2lno wait, chains, p,, = I I c C, 

J2/nO wait, rj, pi, = I / C C, 

J2(no wait, r,, pi, = I IL,,, 

J2lno wait, pl, = I ( C wjTJ 

521chains,pij = l\CCj, J2(rj,pij = l]CwjCj and J2/pi, = l\CwjT, can be ob- 

tained by reductions from 3-PARTITION [lo]. 

4. Concluding remarks 

Summing up we can infer that the complexity status of unit-time job-shop problems 

with criteria C,,,, C Cj, CwjCj, C Tj, C WjTj, C Uj and CwjUj is clear. The 

only gap is J21rj, pij = 1 IL,, which remains as minimal as maximal open problem. 

Theorem 3.1 proves the reduction P2lpmtn, rj]L,, 0: J21rj, pij = 1 IL,,,, however this 

says nothing about the complexity of the latter problem because even Qlpmtn, rjlLmax 

[27],[9] is solvable in polynomial time. 

Theorem 3.1 can be useful in identical-parallel-machines scheduling. For example, 

in the case of bounded number of jobs the reduction PI pmtn, prec, rj, n 6 61 c WjTj x 

JI prec, rj, n <ii, pij = 1 ( C WjTj, where the latter problem is solvable in polynomial 

time [l], shows that the former problem (which certainly is not trivial) is also so. 

There are cases in which Theorem 3.1 reduces problems solvable in polynomial time 

to NP-hard problems or ordinarily NP-hard problems to strongly NP-hard problems. It 
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proves that some unit-time job-shop problems are harder than their identical-parallel- 

machines counterparts, unless P=NP. For example, 

[29, 301 P2)pmtn,prec(C,,,,, 0: J2)prec,pq = llC,,, [35, 331 

w31 P3 I pmtn I Cm,, K J3lPii = llCtn,X v51 

WI P3IpmtnICCj IX J3lpij = 1lCCj v41 

[41 P311Ccj cx J3jn0 wait, pij = 1 ICCj ~321 

WI p3 I I Glax CC J3lno wait, pij = 1 IC,,,,, ~321 

The problems on the right side are strongly NP-hard. Meanwhile, the problems on the 

left side (and even their extensions [23]) are solvable in polynomial time except the 

NP-hard P3 1) C,,, which is ordinarily NP-hard because even Qrnlrjl C,,, can be solved 

in pseudopolynomial-time [23]. Informally, the NP-hardness of the first four and the 

strong NP-hardness of the fifth unit-time job-shop problem in the above reductions are 

independent of identical-parallel-machines scheduling. 

Theorem 3.1 can be easily extended for the criteria fmax and Cfi, where fJ are non- 

&creasing real cost functions such that fi(aCj) = &a)fi(Cj), and their derivatives 

are bounded by an exponential e in q(Z) for some polynomial q. For this purpose, the 

mean value theorem has to be applied to get the inequality 

[ao + b, aZ] d [ao, aI] + bCJ=, f:(acj + bjc) ,< [ao, aZ] + bne, 

where 0 <c < 1, and w has to be replaced by ne. A criterion which makes a unit-time 

job-shop problem easier than its identical-parallel-machines counterpart has not been 

found. 
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